II- Text Questions:- a) Answer the following questions:- (20 mark)
1- Who were entitled to participate in the Olympic Games?
2- Where and when was the first tentative Fifa competition held?
3- What was the achieve meant of Milon?
b) Choose the correct completion:-
4- Famous people such as ........ came to witness the Olympic games.
   * The sculptor Phidias & Poet Pindar. * the Poet Pindar & the historian Herodotus.
   * all the previous.
5- The early Olympic Games began in ancient Greece in .....................
   * 776 BC.  * 488 BC.  * 512 BC.
6- The prize the Olympic winner received in ancient Greece included .............
   * free food.  * lodging for life.
   * both are correct.
7- The original trophy bore the name of Jules Rimet was contested ............. times in 1930.
   * two.  * three.  * four.

Language Exercises:- a) Choose the correct answer:- (22 mark)
1- Any of the six lessons (improves- improving- improve) my need of reading skills.
2- This is a good exhibition. I [apologize- insist- suggest] to go in.
3- We [have -will- should] have the party indoors if it rains.
4- He will be [eat- eating- eaten] by the time you arrive.
5- [Most- Most of - The most ] people agree that lying is an unacceptable behavior.
6- The coffee was [too- enough- to] hot to drink.
7- Why are you walking so [slowing- slowly- slow]?
8- Tomorrow morning they will all [have left- left- leave].
9- She [was going- is going- goes] to buy a new car.
10- There were a lot of people on the bus. It was [crowded- crowd- more crowded] than usual.
b) rewrite the following sentences using the words between brackets:-
11- We are going to drive to Alexandria. (Use plan)
12- When did he call you? (He asked......)
13- This is Mrs. Jones. Her husband died last year. (Use Whose)

IV- Translation:- Translate the following into Arabic:- (18 mark)

The FIFA World Cup should have taken place for the fourth time in 1942 but the outbreak of World War Two meant otherwise. Although FIFA maintained its Zurich Offices throughout the conflict, it was not until 1 July 1946 in Luxembourg that the Congress met again. Thirty-four associations were represented and they gave Rimet, who had been President for a quarter of a century already, a special Jubilee gift. From now on, the FIFA World Cup trophy would be called the Jules Rimet Cup. As the omlybic candidate, Brazil was chosen unanimously to host the next FIFA World Cup to be staged in 1949. At the same time, Switzerland was given the option for 1954.